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The Elden Ring is a timeless RPG game in which you wield the
power of Destiny to change your fate. Explore a vast world with an
incredibly deep story, and create your own destiny with unique
gameplay. Rise, Tarnished, and become a powerful lord in the
Lands Between. ■ STORY There is a never-ending war between
the Light and Darkness. A part of the Dusklands became the Elden
Ring, an area inhabited by the carefree, in the area where
darkness is bound to time. ◆ THE BEGINNING A millennium ago,
humanity was destroyed by a mysterious phenomenon known as
the Shadowstorm. There are only a few residents of the Elden
Ring. The place where darkness flows freely, and in which
everything is linked to time, is a place of peace. The darkness fell
into the land known as the Elden Ring, and the Dark Lord in the
region killed the Moon Saint. The Dark Lord's death triggered the
Dream Dragon Festival, when large dreams appear in the Land
Between. Humanity is given a chance to rise again after a
millennium of darkness. In the Dream Dragon Festival, the Dark
Lord is resurrected and attempts to destroy the Moon Saint. ■
WORLD The Lands Between Worlds between the Dusklands, where
darkness is bound to time, exist in the form of patches. The Elden
Ring is one such patch. The Lands Between is a vast,
interconnected world that constantly changes. The world is
composed of several patches where life and darkness coexist. The
deeper you wander, the closer you get to the Dusklands, in which
you will face the danger of getting lost, the denizens of darkness,
and even the source of darkness. In addition, monsters called the
Nightmare appear in the patch based on the current phase. The
Nightmare is an agent of the darkness. They are an extremely
powerful force that greatly debilitates their surroundings. In the
Darkness Phase, they are particularly strong, and in the Light
Phase, they tend to be exposed. The Nights Between The
Darkness Phase is when the Nightmare is strong. In order to
survive, you must become stronger. The Darkness between the
Dusklands. To use limited power, you will have to create a new
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body. ◆ CHARACTER ◆ DEVELOPMENT In the game, you will
develop your character in a myriad of ways, which

Features Key:
2 players fighting simultaneously for each other.
Follow the fate in the online realm as an additional character.
Construct your own and customize your character's abilities.
3D dungeons.
Massive online play.

POWER ATTACK

Evade/win against patterns in a whole range of difficulties.
The number of enemies, the timing of their attacks, and the speed of your response can decide the
outcome of battle.
Various weapon types including firearms, edged weapons, pole-arms, bows, and swords.
Full of variety in battle tactics.
Combine based on the elements of earth, wind, fire, and water and prepare well for the battle.

Encounter Locations

There are the Elden Elves, the Tiny Forest Guard, Dark Elves, the Lk'azzarj of Incubators, the Katochi Karkite,
the Last Corsair, the Library Knight, the Keeper of Legends, the Orgellos Knout, and others.

Locations used for online play [Primal Brand]:

BLAQUET RECRUITERS: Iffven, the Adviser, Aladeern, and a Templar named Grey.

BIG BANG NINJA: The Hinode, Danil, Jaktin, and Xen Vorgalen.

BONDS OF LAW: Isa-da, another adviser, and Legran.

BORN OF A SPELL: A Caster named only Black.

BREAK OF DAY: Legran, Takwan-the Crane.

BROKEN BROKEN FLINT: Another Vorgalen, Braashal and Anjeline.

BRUJIN STORM: Black and Legran.

BURNING DEADBUSH: Barmusa, Koril, Akira, Gillis, Barak, Aldego, and, Gaius.

CABAL CORPSE: Yuke-hisa, Moire 
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The new fantasy action RPG THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG Rise,
Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden
Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. Join other
adventurers, including familiar faces from previous games, and rise up
as the town's hero. Your goal is to create a team that is strong enough
to achieve the end of ensuring the safety of the village! Every
combination of basic and magic weapon, armor, and special equipment
sets up different synergies when combined with spells and skills, and
you can freely customize your character's appearance! Through the
scenario that is full of wonders, look forward to battles with different
types of monsters, and we will provide you with plenty of exciting
battles! The game will also allow you to immerse yourself in online
multiplayer battles, allowing you to connect with other adventurers and
travel together! Key Features THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG Rise,
Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden
Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between: ■ A Vast World
Full of Excitement – A Vast World Full of Excitement where open fields
with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-
dimensional designs are seamlessly connected ■ Create your own
Character – Customize the appearance of your character in this RPG,
and you can freely combine weapons, armor, and magic that you
equip. You can develop your character according to your play style,
such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or
mastering magic ■ An Epic Drama Born from a Myth – A multilayered
story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of
the characters intersect in the Lands Between. ■ Unique Online Play
that Loosely Connects You to Others – In addition to multiplayer, where
you can directly connect with other players and travel together, the
game supports a unique asynchronous online element that allows you
to feel the presence of others. ■ An International Online Network –
Enjoy being able to talk with your fellow adventurers from all over the
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world and play online with them Developer: Fukkasha Price: $10.99
EDITOR'S NOTES: I am very happy to be here reviewing this game. I've
been an avid fan of The Lands Between since its first installment; I find
it to be a fantastic fantasy role-playing game with a unique setting and
artistic styles. It was nice to see that the devs were able to bring more

What's new:

April 10th, 2015 Jagex announced today that RuneScape fourth
anniversary celebration will have become a big deal for them. Come
May 24th, the anniversary will be organized at www.Jagex.com, and
you will be able to get the RuneScape party pack and by purchasing
the anniversary card you will be able to carry out the get the tank,
combat and weapon sets. The RuneScape party pack will contain
goodies for all the services provided by the user, in the cases of this
year has been very busy for Jagex, therefore all the students of
game could be guaranteed a T-shirt, of ears, socks and a RuneScape
deco for the personal graphics of the game. Jagex will use the fans
of RuneScape with a range of products that you have made possible
to stand at this point. The annul is in charge of Amanda Goodrich,
Joël Margarés, Jagex CEO and Jeron Moore, a writer for Jagex as the
ones that will maintain the new game routines. Then, the party pack
will return to RuneScape for many years and Jagex will use this to
make present with the game that they have loved so much. In the
case of this year celebrating the gold anniversary of the game, to
allow Jagex fans live into the game while celebrating the fourth
anniversary at the same time, have received by fans a deco of
decoration so simple that they can be printed at home. If there are
some special things inside the box in which you received the tank,
combat and weapon Sets to other daily quests on the spot for the
party. Jagex has taken four years to get RuneScape gold anniversary
a hold of this material online primarily to do the things that the fans
of the game want, so many of you have been waiting for the
materials. * You may find the party pack period in the case of the
fourth anniversary will be active each week until the materials will
be available for everyone to enjoy. * The party Pack will be available
from May 24. – Looks at the anniversary of RuneScape and things
remaining at the anniversary. – Something related to the
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anniversary and the possibilities of you during the game update
rune. – News about the game and the things in which the game
during the period of the anniversary. The new hybrid experience for
the DS on Wednesday launched at 17 in 
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Lazy Sleeping: Arzhan/Kunark Runs Puzzle

THE NEW ARZHAN ARENA MODE NOW AVAILABLE! Discover your inner
Arzhan! Arzhan's new "Puzzle" mode is a 2D match-3 game that features
a new board, themed levels, and Dungeon Special Site levels that help
players test and train their reflexes and luck! THE ARZHAN SUPERFORT
ARENA IS ONLINE NOW! If you have never played a KOI game before,
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don't worry! It's extremely easy to play and takes only a few minutes to
master. You can buy KOI for as low as 60 cents via the arcade or get a
free KOI in the App Store once you get an authenticated account! 

OVERALL FEATURES

Eight playable characters
Eight gameplay modes
Two difficulty levels
Four game boards
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